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Abstract. In the last decade, the processing of the high dimensional data became
inevitable task in many areas of research and daily life. Feature selection (FS), as
part of the data processing methodology, is an important step in knowledge dis-
covery. This paper proposes nine variation of two-step feature selection approach
with filter FS employed in the first step and exhaustive search in the second step.
The performance of the proposed methods is comparatively analysed from the sta-
bility and predictive performance point of view. As the obtained results indicate
the choice of the filter FS in the first stage has strong influence on the resulting
stability. Here, the choice of univariate Pearson correlation coefficient based FS
method appears to provide the most stable results.
Keywords: Feature selection, selection stability, high dimensionality, exhaustive
search, bioinformatics
1 INTRODUCTION
The amount of available data is increasing by unprecedented rate. According to the
recent estimates the amount of acquired and stored data will be several exabytes per
year in 2025 [1]. There is a number of specific research areas that notably contribute
to the amount of available big data. In addition to well known generators of big data
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such as YouTube or Twitter, bioinformatics is another potent contributor. There
is expectation that only in genomics, as a part of bioinformatics, the amount of
generated data will exceed one exabyte in 2025. The more courageous estimates
mention even more then several zettabytes of data [1].
Large volume of data posses many challenges on subsequent processing. Be-
sides the inevitable improvement in computational power and storage needs, more
advanced data processing is also required. The ultimate goal is to be able to inter-
pret the data and find the patterns that can answer underlying physical concept or
phenomenon.
Thanks to the technologies such as microarrays or mass spectrometry, the dis-
ease diagnosis became an area of huge application of machine learning techniques.
Biomarker discovery is important research topic. With the help of gene expressions
obtained from microarray technology disease samples and control samples can be
compared. Especially in cancer diagnosis, gene expressions provide more reliable
and accurate diagnosis.
Bioinformatics domain is specific in the sense that data consists from several
tens to hundreds of samples with very high dimensionality. Only small number of
samples can be collected since the available resources are very limited and collection
of specific sample types is often difficult. On the other hand, modern biotechno-
logical tools enable collection of high number of attributes from one sample. This
form of data gives rise to the curse of dimensionality, the challenging phenomenon
that covers issues related to high dimensionality data not existing in low dimen-
sional setting. High dimensionality can lead to over-fitting and degraded classi-
fication performance. One of the solutions is to employ feature selection or di-
mensionality reduction. Reducing number of features helps to better understand
the data, improves classification performance and reduces computational require-
ments.
The feature selection (FS) is very vivid area of research [2, 3, 4]. The main goal
of FS is to identify subset of the most significant features out of the original set and
remove redundant or irrelevant features. There are several motivations for doing
the feature selection. The FS as a preprocessing step, applied prior to classifier,
helps to avoid over-fitting and reduces computational time of the prediction process.
Moreover, there are several domains where the identification of the most important
features is the goal.
In general, we recognize three different types of FS: filter, wrapper and embedded
methods. Filter methods compute a score for each feature, and then select only the
features with the best scores. Filter FS methods do not interact with classifier
during selection process. Wrapper methods train a predictive model on subsets of
features, and select the subset with the best score. The search for subsets can be
deterministic or random. Finally, embedded methods determine the optimal subset
of features directly by the trained weights of the classification method [5, 6].
One of the most popular applications of FS is the identification of small subset
of the features that indicate occurrence of some disease. Recent advances and break-
throughs in molecular biology and bioinformatics brought huge number of microar-
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ray data that can be explored and utilized for cancer diagnosis. Cancer microarray
data consists of a large number of genes with a small number of samples, and cancer
is usually marked by a change in the expression levels of certain genes [6, 7]. Usually,
there are only few genes that are relevant for diagnosis but the dimensionality of
data is thousands of features.
A very relevant question arising during feature selection is how sensitive is the
subset of selected features to data perturbation. The domain experts assume that
the selected subset of features contains the most relevant discriminative information
and try to explain underlying physical phenomenon. If there are numerous different
subsets of the similar quality and the expert is presented only with one subset the
resulting conclusion may be misleading. As such, it is of paramount importance to
analyse stability of selection that qualitatively captures variations in the output of
the FS procedure.
Recently, several gene selection methods have been proposed, for example [8,
9, 10, 11, 12]. These methods are based on very different approaches, such as
mutual-information, principal component analysis or clustering. Another approach
based on two stage feature selection was proposed in [13]. The method is relatively
simple. First, to choose the subset of features using some simple filter method.
And second, to apply search through all feature combinations to identify the subset
of small dimension yielding highest prediction performance. Our aim in this work
is to further extend this idea by proposing several new two stage feature selection
methods. We investigate how the choice of the method in the first stage influences
the overall performance of the method. We investigate not only the predictive
performance, but also the stability of the methods. Stability is frequently neglected
but it is very relevant aspect of FS [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the two-step feature
selection is described. The term of feature selection stability is defined in Section 3
and datasets used in experiments are briefly described in Section 4. Finally, results
of numerical experiments are given, followed by conclusions.
2 TWO-STEP FEATURE SELECTION
The proposed gene selection methods consist of two steps. First, filter FS algorithm
selects subset of features for further processing. We focus mostly on univariate
feature selection methods because of their relatively simple nature that does not pose
high computational requirements. In the second step, the greedy feature selection
is applied to search through all possible combination of features (genes) to find
a combination providing the highest classification score.
In the next section we briefly describe nine filter feature selection algorithms
that were used in the first stage of feature selection. A part of our analysis is
also to compare how the selection of FS technique in the first stage influences the
performance of the whole feature selection process.
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2.1 Filter Techniques for Feature Selection
2.1.1 Decision Trees Feature Selection
Decision trees FS is based on extremely randomized trees proposed by [15]. Ex-
tremely randomized trees are ensemble method frequently used for supervised clas-
sification and regression tasks [16]. The main difference between extremely random-
ized trees and other tree based ensemble method is that extreme trees utilize all
samples to grow the tree. They do not deploy bootstrapping. Additionally, the cut-
off points for nodes splits are selected randomly. They have been proven to provide
very competitive results in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency.
2.1.2 Spectral Feature Selection
Spectral feature selection is based on spectral graph theory, where graph spectrum is
utilized to measure feature relevance [17]. The algorithm identifies features that align
with the leading eigenvectors of similarity matrix. The leading eigenvectors contain
information about structure of sample distribution and group similar samples into
clusters. In this study, we used the unsupervised version of SPEC algorithm. This
is the only unsupervised FS algorithm included in our study.
2.1.3 Feature Selection Based on ANOVA F Test Statistic
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is the separation of variance attributable to one cause
from the variance attributable to others [18]. In ANOVA, by utilization of F-tests















n−m . Here, ni is the number of samples in the i
th group, xi
denotes the sample mean in the ith group, xij denotes the j
th observation in the ith
group and x denotes the overall mean of the data [19].
2.1.4 Bhattacharyya Distance Feature Selection
Bhattacharyya distance is a quantitative measure of class separability frequently



























where σi is variance of i
th class and µi represents the mean of the i
th class. In case
of the multidimensional distance, the variances are replaced by covariance matrices
and the means become vectors. The further details can be found in [21].
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2.1.5 Maximal Information Coefficient
Maximal information coefficient (MIC) is based on idea that if an association (linear
or nonlinear) exists between two variables, then a grid can be drawn on scatter-plot
of the two variables that partitions the data to encapsulate that relationship [22].
Consider all grids partitioning data into x and y bins, and let IG(x, y) be the em-
pirical mutual information of a grid G with x and y bins, such that the probability
distribution functions are replaced by the fraction of observations falling in that cell.





and maximum is taken over all x-by-y grids. The calculation of M through all
possible grids is computationally demanding, therefore, the dynamic programming
is used in practice.
2.1.6 Pearson Correlation Coefficient
The Pearson correlation coefficient ρp is given by
ρp =
∑N





i=1(Xi −X)2/(N − 1) and S2y =
∑N
i=1(Yi − Y )2/(N − 1) and N is the
number of samples.
2.1.7 ReliefF
Relief is feature selection algorithm [23] that relies entirely on statistical analysis
and employs only few heuristics. It selects most of the relevant features even though
only a small number of them is necessary for prediction. In most cases it does not
help with redundant features. The ReliefF algorithm [24] is not limited to two class
problems, is more robust and can deal with incomplete and noisy data. Similarly to
Relief, ReliefF randomly selects an instance, but then searches for k of its nearest
neighbours from the same class, called the nearest hits, and also k nearest neighbours
from each of the different classes, called the nearest misses [24]. In comparison
with other filter techniques used in this study, this is the multivariate filter FS
method.
2.1.8 Gini Index
The Gini index is frequently used to estimate and analyse the distribution of features
through different classes. It was proposed by Gini and firstly used for estimation
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of income over population. The inequality is represented by area under the Lorenz
curve. According [25] the Gini coefficient can be estimated as
G =
∑n
i=1(2i− n− 1)wcp(t, ci)
n2µ
(5)
where µ is the sample mean and n is the number of classes. The term wcp(t, ci) is




[26], where C is set of class labels.
2.2 Brute Force Feature Selection
After selection of the top Nfs1 genes we search for the smaller group that bears the
discriminative information. Even though we have significantly reduced dimension of
data, searching through remaining genes is still computationally demanding. Results
presented in [13] suggest that selecting three features leads to excellent classification
performance in many cases. Therefore in order to reduce computational time we
chose number of selected features in second stage Nfs2 = 3, and search through all
possible combination of three features. To evaluate predictive performance we use
linear support vector machines and 4-fold cross-validation with stratified sampling.
2.3 Classifiers
2.3.1 Support Vector Machines
To evaluate prediction performance of different feature combination in second stage
of FS we use linear SVM. Then, to evaluate the classification performance on test
data and asses influence FS on classification we utilize nonlinear SVM with radial
basis function (RBF) kernel [27].
The underlying idea of SVM classifiers is to calculate a maximal margin hyper-
plane h(x) separating two classes of the data. The hyperplane is defined as
h(x) = wTx + b (6)
where w is the normal vector of this hyperplane, x is the input vector, −b/w is the
distance from the origin perpendicular to the hyperplane [28]. By replacing the dot
product with nonlinear kernel function the hyperplane is found in new transformed
feature space. The RBF kernel used in this paper can be expressed as




where γ controls the width of RBF function. The parameters kernel gamma γ
and penalty parameter C were optimized using a grid search of possible values.
Specifically, we searched over the grid (C, γ) defined by the product of the sets
C = [10−2, . . . , 102], γ = [10−4, . . . , 102].
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2.3.2 AdaBoost
AdaBoost belongs to the group of classifiers producing accurate prediction results by
combining simple learners [29]. This is known as boosting. The main idea behind
the AdaBoost algorithm is to combine multiple weak learners through voting to
form strong learner. The only requirement for the weak learner is that the correct
recognition rate should be slightly more than random guess.
It works by repeatedly adding new weak classifiers in a series of stages. Assuming
training data X and class labels y, yi ∈ {−1, 1} and i = 1, . . . , n, let us initialize
weights βi for each sample. Then fit the training data with weights βi to produce
weak classifier bj((X)). And for each classifier compute the empirical risk errj and
basis weight wj given by wj = log((1−errj)/errj). After, the weights are repeatedly







The distribution of weights over training set is kept, and the weight of incorrectly
classified samples is increased in each stage. By doing this, the weak learners are
more focused on the samples that are difficult to correctly classify. The resulting
strong classifier is build by selected weak classifiers through weighted majority vote.
AdaBoost has proven effective in many real-world applications.
3 FEATURE SELECTION STABILITY
The stability of FS algorithm was defined by Kalousis [14] as the robustness of the
feature preferences it produces to differences in training sets drawn from the same
generating distribution. Stability is indicator of the feature selection reproducibility.
The instability of FS technique reduces confidence in importance of selected features.
As a such, high stability of FS is crucial for reliable results. It is equally important
as high classification accuracy when evaluating FS performance.
There are several reasons for instability of the FS method. One possible cause
is that the majority of FS algorithms are designed without consideration of stability
aspects, and aim only on selecting minimal subset of features with highest classi-
fication accuracy [30, 31]. Another cause is the existence of multiple sets of true
markers, i.e. it is possible that for given data there are many markers that are highly
correlated with the data. Finally, it is known that very high dimensionality com-
bined with small sample size causes serious problems in machine learning resulting
also in algorithm instability [32].
To measure the stability of FS we used two different metrics Kuncheva stability
index [33] and Average Tanimoto Index (ATI) [14].
Assume set of all available features F = {f1, f2, . . . , fD}, where D is the di-
mensionality of the dataset. Next, denote the subset of features selected by feature
selection algorithm as S, where S ⊂ F . Then, S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} is a system
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of n feature subsets acquired from n repetitive runs of FS algorithm on different
samplings of given dataset. The feature subsets of the same dimensionality d are
denoted as Si,d, Sj,d ⊂ F , where 1 ≤ d ≤ D.
The first stability measure considered in this work was proposed by Kun-
cheva [33]. Kuncheva stability index K is based on cardinality of the intersection of
two feature subsets with correction for chance. Kuncheva index K for set of features








where KC is consistency index. Consistency index for two subsets of features
Si,d, Sj,d ⊂ F is given as
KC(Si,d, Sj,d) =
|Si,d ∩ Sj,d| · |F | − d2
d(|F | − d)
(10)
where |Si,d| = Sj,d = d.
Alternatively, we measure stability by Tanimoto index that is basically adap-
tation of Tanimoto distance measuring the overlap between two sets of arbitrary
cardinality [14]. Usage of another metric provides more objectivity when evaluating
the results. Different metric can additionally provide different view on the data and
uncover hidden patterns in data. The average Tanimoto index between two feature
subsets Si and Sj is computed as follows:
ATI(Si, Sj) = 1−
|Si|+ |Sj| − 2|Si ∩ Sj|
|Si|+ |Sj| − |Si ∩ Sj|
. (11)
Both measures K and ATI can achieve maximum value 1 when subsets are
identical. The empty intersection, i.e. completely dissimilar subsets, are indicated
by ATI = 0 and KC = −1.
4 DATA
For the purpose of our study, we used six high dimensional microarray datasets.
Datasets contain only tens of samples but several thousand of features. This is
typical dataset that tends to suffer from the curse of dimensionality.
The overview of datasets is summarized in Table 1. All datasets represent binary
classification task or were converted to binary classification task. The datasets that
required conversion were BUR and GOL. In the case of BUR dataset the class
of Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis were pooled together. G1999 dataset is
modified to two-class dataset by merging ALL-T and ALL-B together.
All datasets are publicly available.
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Dataset Name Source # Samples # Features # Class 0 # Class 1
BUR Burczynski [34] 127 22 283 85 42
CHO Chowdary [35] 104 22 283 62 42
GOL Golub [36] 72 7 129 47 25
GOR Gordon [37] 181 12 533 94 87
TIA Tian [38] 173 12 625 36 137
POM Pomeroy [39] 60 7 128 21 39
Table 1. Datasets used in this study
5 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated and compared performance of the proposed FS methods from stability
point of view and analyzed how the particular FS method influences the prediction
performance.
To asses the stability of different FS methods we performed computer exper-
iments. In the first stage, filter FS method was applied to select top 50 features
for further processing. In the second stage, exhaustive search, through all possible
combinations of three genes, found one combination yielding the highest area under
ROC curve (AUC) score.
AUC is objective measure robust against distribution changes in training data
and is not affected by subjective factors. Moreover, AUC provides reliable results
even in case of class imbalance problems. AUC is defined as:
AUC =
1 + TP − FP
2
(12)
where TP is proportion of correctly classified positive examples and FP is the ratio
of misclassified negative examples to the total number of negative samples.
5.1 Stability Evaluation
First, we evaluated how the choice of filter FS in the first stage influences the
overall stability of the resulting subset of features by comparing FS stability at the
output of the second stage of the FS. Three features were selected in each of 500
repetitive runs. For each of 500 runs we used stratified sampling of the dataset with
80 % of samples utilized for every repetition. Nine different filter FS methods were
employed at the first stage of FS: decision trees FS (Tree), Spectral FS (Spec), FS
based on ANOVA test (ANOVA), Fischer FS, FS based on Bhattacharyya distance
(BDist), MIC, Pearson correlation coefficient (Pearson), ReliefF algorithm (Relieff)
and Gini Index (Gini). The histogram of the FS output is visualised in Figure 1.
The histogram shows the distribution of selected features at the output of two-step
FS process.
The FS methods of the similar nature, even though they are used only in the
first stage, display very similar behaviour at the output. ANOVA, Pearson FS and
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Fischer FS that have similar statistical background yield very similar pattern in
histogram. Another group is formed by Bhattacharyya distance FS, MIC, Gini FS
and ReliefF selecting mostly the features in interval 1800-2200. The rationale behind
these methods is different but their outputs are alike. We assume that these methods
were able to correctly identify truly significant features and prefer these features in
selection. However, our aim here is to focus on FS stability. From stability point of
view, the output of algorithms varies with each repetition. As can be seen only few
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Figure 1. Frequencies of selected features for the Golub dataset
In order to obtain better insight and quantitatively measure stability we employ
Kuncheva index and average Tanimoto index. We expect that the stability at the
output of the second stage of FS is influenced by FS algorithm used in the first
stage. Results are presented in Table 2 for evaluation using Kuncheva index and
in Table 3 for average Tanimoto index (ATI). The best performances are in bold.
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The both measures demonstrate similar trends. This increases confidence towards
the results. There are different values of stability for different datasets used in these
experiments. This is expected, since datasets can be of different complexity, and the
underlying pattern can be more recognizable in not so complex datasets. It should
be also noted that there is no single method that would dominate in all datasets.
But rather the performance of the method is influenced by the data under the test.
The filter method yielding the highest stability score averaged over all evalu-
ated databases is FS based on Pearson correlation coefficient followed by Fischer
FS and Spectral method. On the other hand, the lowest stability was provided
when FS based on decision trees algorithm was employed in the first stage of FS,
with K = 13.2 % and ATI = 8.4 %. Slightly higher stability was achieved using
relieff FS method. The stability was comparably less than for other tested methods.
Note, that decision trees and relieff are both multivariate techniques. In contrast
to Pearson correlation coefficient FS and Fischer FS that are typical examples of
univariate FS methods. Obtained results are in alignment with our previous conclu-
sions published in [40, 32] which showed that univariate FS methods provide better
stability than multivariate FS methods. Presented experiments proved that this is
also true when filter FS is being used in the first stage of two-step feature selection.
Additionally, our initial hypothesis was confirmed and it is clear that FS method
applied in the first-stage significantly influences the resulting stability.
In general we can notice that values of stability are relatively low for two stage
FS approach. This is probably due to the fact that only three features are selected at
the output of FS process. There can be more features that are relevant for predicting
target variable. In this case forcing the algorithm to choose only three of them leads
to changes in selection for each repetitive application of FS algorithm. The high
number of redundant features can have similar effect causing strong variations in
the group of selected features. Increasing subset size to cover all features significant
for prediction of target variable may help to increase stability, however our aim is
to find small subset of features without redundant or partially relevant features.
Previous results showed that FS technique used in the first stage has influence
on the overall stability. The question that arises is what is the relationship between
the overall stability and stability of FS in the first stage. Has the stability notably
changed in the second stage in comparison with the first stage of FS? In order to
obtain better insight on stability we evaluated stability of FS methods used in the
first stage, i.e. we measured stability at the output of the first stage of the FS
process. Altogether 50 features were selected in every run. Similarly to the previous
experiment, we run 500 repetitive loops where for each repetition we used stratified
sampling of the dataset with 80 % of samples utilised in each loop.
The stability results measured by K and ATI are provided in Table 4, and
Table 5, respectively. There are two methods showing significantly higher stability
than other: Spec FS and Bdist FS. The Spec achieves as high as 100 % stability ratio,
that is quite unexpected. Closer analysis of selected features revealed that exactly
the same features are chosen in each run of the algorithm. However, these features
are located next to each other, indicating that the algorithm is probably stuck in
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some kind of local minima and is not working properly. This is later confirmed
by the results on predictive performance. The further investigation is necessary to
explain whether this occur due to the unsupervised nature of the method or it is
some method specific issue. Based on this we consider Bdist as the most stable
method achieving highest stability on all datasets. It is quite unexpected to see
that Bdist FS scored under average for measurements performed at the second stage
of FS after greedy forward selection. The same is true for the second most stable
algorithm: relieff. This indicates that the stability of the filter method itself does
not ensure overall stability when used in the two step feature selection process.
On the other hand, the Tree method that is highly unstable by itself transfers this
behaviour to a two-step method, where Tree based two-stage FS is again the least
stable method.
ANOVA Bdist MIC Pearson Gini Relieff Fischer Spec Tree Mean
GOL 34.3 34.3 45.7 35.2 43.9 19.5 33.0 29.8 15.8 32.4
GOR 15.5 33.1 62.9 71.6 67.0 38.2 71.1 47.2 31.6 48.7
TIA 7.5 6.4 7.2 7.8 8.1 8.4 8.0 0.0 7.8 6.8
BUR 10.3 8.8 8.6 12.2 9.6 6.3 11.1 34.3 7.6 12.1
CHO 34.7 14.2 13.6 32.9 18.6 17.2 33.0 46.2 9.2 24.4
POM 9.9 6.3 6.3 9.4 8.2 6.2 9.6 7.7 7.2 7.9
Mean 18.7 17.2 24.1 28.2 25.9 16.0 27.6 27.5 13.2 22.0
Table 2. Stability measured by K at the output of two-step FS. Different filter FS tech-
niques used in the first stage.
ANOVA Bdist MIC Pearson Gini Relieff Fischer Spec Tree Mean
GOL 22.5 22.3 31.9 23.1 30.4 12.4 21.5 20.5 10.0 21.6
GOR 10.4 21.3 48.5 58.2 53.1 24.5 58.0 33.6 20.9 36.5
TIA 4.6 3.9 4.4 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.0 0.0 4.8 4.2
BUR 6.4 5.5 5.3 7.6 5.9 3.9 6.9 24.6 4.7 7.9
CHO 23.1 9.0 8.6 21.6 12.1 10.8 21.7 33.1 5.7 16.2
POM 6.2 3.9 3.9 5.8 5.1 3.8 6.0 4.8 4.5 4.9
Mean 12.2 11.0 17.1 20.2 18.6 10.1 19.8 19.4 8.4 15.2
Table 3. Stability measured by ATI at the output of two-step FS. Different filter FS
techniques used in the first stage.
For comparison we display the histogram of the selected features at the output of
the first (filter) stage of FS in the Figure 2. The depicted behaviour is in agreement
with the results captured by Kuncheva and Average Tanimoto index presented in
Tables 4 and 5.
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Figure 2. Frequencies of selected features for the Golub dataset at the output of first
(filter) stage of FS
ANOVA Bdist MIC Pearson Gini Relieff Fischer Spec Tree Mean
GOL 70.4 83.0 67.7 71.0 67.9 67.7 70.8 100.0 2.7 66.8
GOR 80.7 89.5 79.1 80.3 76.8 80.5 80.2 100.0 2.5 74.4
TIA 43.6 58.1 17.9 43.9 35.0 41.9 43.6 100.0 0.8 42.8
BUR 60.3 77.2 53.2 61.5 52.7 63.3 61.8 100.0 1.3 59.0
CHO 55.7 79.6 75.4 56.2 78.4 63.6 55.7 100.0 1.3 62.9
POM 33.1 57.6 16.4 32.9 28.9 39.8 33.0 46.1 0.7 32.0
Mean 57.3 74.2 51.6 57.6 56.6 59.5 57.5 91.0 1.6 56.3
Table 4. Comparison of stability of filter FS techniques. Stability measured by K in the
first stage.
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ANOVA Bdist MIC Pearson Gini Relieff Fischer Spec Tree Mean
GOL 70.5 71.4 51.7 55.6 51.9 51.8 55.4 100.0 1.8 56.7
GOR 67.9 81.3 65.8 67.4 62.7 67.8 67.2 100.0 1.5 64.6
TIA 28.4 41.7 10.2 28.7 21.6 26.9 28.5 100.0 0.6 31.9
BUR 43.8 63.3 36.6 44.9 36.2 46.7 45.2 100.0 0.8 46.4
CHO 40.1 67.0 60.8 40.6 64.8 48.6 40.1 100.0 0.8 51.4
POM 20.5 41.4 9.4 20.3 17.5 25.5 20.4 44.2 0.7 22.2
Mean 45.2 61.0 39.1 42.9 42.4 44.6 42.8 90.7 1.0 45.5
Table 5. Comparison of stability of filter FS techniques. Stability measured by ATI in
the first stage.
5.2 Prediction Performance Evaluation
Another aspect relevant for the assessment of FS methods is how the FS influences
the prediction performance. In order to evaluate prediction performance, the se-
lected subset of features is fed to classifier. As a classifier we utilized SVM with
RBF kernel and AdaBoost. Classifier validation was conducted using stratified
5-fold cross-validation. The process was repeated ten times where the AUC was
averaged over ten repetitions. Training and testing features were normalized before
classification on a per-feature basis to have zero mean and a standard deviation of
one.
The AUC for different FS methods evaluated on databases listed in Table 1 is
presented in Table 6 for SVM classifier and in Table 7 for AdaBoost classifier. In
contrast to the stability, the choice of FS method does not significantly influence
the prediction performance. However, there are still some differences depending on
FS used. In average the AUC score of SVM classifier is higher than Adaboost for
all datasets and all FS methods. The highest difference between the best and the
worst performance on investigated databases occurred for the case of CHO database,
where the MIC FS outperformed the FS based on Bhattacharyya distance by almost
9 points (AUC = 97.1 to AUC = 88.5). In average, the highest prediction perfor-
mance was achieved by application of Fischer FS in the first stage, but the AUC is
only slightly better compared to other FS methods.
ANOVA Bdist MIC Pearson Gini relieff Fischer Spec Tree mean
GOL 90.5 93.0 91.7 91.7 90.8 92.5 94.4 73.8 89.5 89.8
GOR 95.4 94.6 96.6 96.4 93.0 95.7 96.8 93.7 95.6 95.3
TIA 75.2 76.8 74.7 75.3 73.8 77.2 75.0 78.2 77.2 75.9
BUR 93.6 91.9 92.0 91.3 88.5 93.2 92.6 69.1 86.8 88.8
CHO 94.9 88.5 97.1 95.8 95.9 88.7 95.0 80.2 88.9 91.7
POM 63.6 64.7 59.8 58.5 60.9 65.4 60.2 61.5 60.8 61.7
mean 85.5 84.9 85.3 84.8 83.8 85.4 85.7 76.1 83.1 83.9
Table 6. AUC of two-step FS methods. SVM classifier. Different filter FS techniques used
in first stage.
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ANOVA Bdist MIC Pearson Gini Relieff Fischer Spec Tree Mean
GOL 90.6 90.1 91.0 90.6 90.1 90.4 89.4 74.3 87.0 88.2
GOR 95.5 94.8 95.3 94.8 92.1 94.6 95.5 92.6 94.1 94.4
TIA 72.1 73.6 71.2 72.4 70.1 70.2 70.8 70.5 72.3 71.5
BUR 90.3 91.0 87.5 89.6 87.9 89.2 88.5 65.5 85.0 86.1
CHO 89.7 87.7 92.3 90.9 91.7 91.1 86.0 78.2 89.2 88.5
POM 57.9 63.0 59.3 58.7 60.3 61.3 59.3 53.4 59.5 59.2
Mean 82.7 83.4 82.8 82.8 82.0 82.8 81.6 72.4 81.2 81.3
Table 7. AUC of two-step FS methods. AdaBoost classifier. Different filter FS techniques
used in first stage.
6 CONCLUSION
We presented an approach for selection of very small subset of genes in high di-
mensional setup and analysed the stability of this approach. The stability of filter
techniques was analysed and in the next step these filter techniques were used to
build two-step feature selection methods with different filter FS applied in the first
stage of FS process. The two stage feature selection consists of filter method used
in the first stage and the exhaustive search over reduced feature space in the second
stage. When comparing only filter FS techniques on high dimensional datasets the
highest stability was reached by BDist FS that was considerably more stable than
other techniques. Surprisingly, this high stability of BDist FS did not propagate to
the stability of two stage method, since, the method utilizing BDist FS in the first
stage achieved one of the lowest stabilities. However, from the results presented in
this paper it is clear that the choice of FS in the first stage of the proposed approach
clearly influences the overall stability of feature selection. This is confirmed by the
fact that Tree FS, as the least stable, when evaluated in the first stage, yields also
the lowest stability when being assembled into two stage FS algorithm. The exact
relationship between the choice of FS and the resulting stability is still unknown
and it will be subject of further research. Recommended approach is to use either
Pearson correlation based FS or Fischer score based FS in the first stage to gain the
higher stability. The selection of filter FS is not so crucial from prediction perfor-
mance point of view, but still, the choice of a filter can boost the prediction accuracy
by several points.
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